
 
 

LITIGATION LAWYER 
 

Gascon brings together enthusiastic lawyers, notaries and paralegals who share the same values and take 
real pleasure in combining their strengths on every mandate.  We have an open-door policy, where no one 
ever has to fend for themselves.  The quality of the mandates entrusted to us is the envy of large Montréal 
firms. 
 
We are looking for a litigation lawyer. 
 
As part of your duties, you will represent the interests of financial institutions, creditors, insurers and real 
estate developers and will, among other things, assert their interests in terms of rights and liability.  You will 
participate in negotiations, make court appearances, and have direct contract with clients.  In addition to 
negotiation skills, we require excellent drafting skills and the ability to analyze and interpret a wide range of 
agreements and provide critical opinions of their content. 
 

EXPERIENCE AND PROFESSIONAL SKILLS 

 Member of the Barreau du Québec; bilingual French/English; 
 Minimum of three to five (3-5) years of litigation experience, ideally in insurance and real estate, 

commercial, and construction law; 
 Strong technical skills in law, research and writing, combined with a pragmatic and solution-

oriented temperament; 
 Experience in insurance law or an interest in developing this field of practice. 

 

SKILLS AND ABILITIES 

 Business acumen; 
 Ability to manage multiple files simultaneously, on time and with precision; 
 Experience before the courts; 
 Superior communication and bilingualism skills (French and English) both oral and written; 
 Excellent customer service and is results-oriented; 
 Sense of initiative, organization, resourcefulness, attention to detail and autonomous; 
 As such, issuing opinions, developing strategies, drafting procedures, conducting interrogatory 

examinations, negotiating, participating in settlement conferences and representing clients in 
court and in courts of appeal; 

 Team spirit; 
 Intellectual curiosity. 

INTEREST IN JOINING GASCON 

 Work with experienced and dynamic colleagues; 
 Be part of a down to earth team that allows you to enjoy good work-life balance; 
 To work in hybrid mode;  
 To serve a diverse clientele in addition to leading diversified mandates with autonomy; 
 Several professional and social activities as well as interesting working conditions are offered to 

you; 
 Benefits (group insurance, RRSP, continuing education, etc.). 

Submit your application by e-mail to Karine Blais at kblais@gascon.ca. 



Please note that only those candidates being considered will be contacted. 




